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Abstract

Graphs representing relationships among sets of entities are of increasing focus of interest in the
context of data analysis applications. These graphs are typically constructed from existing datasets
from which entities and relationships are extracted. For some of the entities, values in certain attributes
would refer to other entities – such references determine relationships. Often, for certain datasets such
references are given in the form of (string) descriptions. Each such description alone may not uniquely
identify one entity as it is supposed to, but rather can match descriptions of multiple entities. Such
cases are especially common if the datasets are collected not from one but multiple heterogeneous
sources. Thus the correct linking of entities via relationships can be a nontrivial challenge which, if
done incorrectly, can in turn impede further graph-based analyses. To overcome this problem, standard
feature-based data cleaning approaches can be employed. In this paper we argue a better solution exist
which analyzes not only features but also relationships.

1 Introduction

In many application domains (biology, intelligence, commerce, marketing) data is naturally represented in
the form of a graph in which nodes correspond to entities and edges to relationships among the entities.
For instance, in the intelligence application a graph may represent people and organizations (entities)
and the linkages between them, where a link may be a relationship such as common residence, common
employer, participation in a common event, etc. Given such an entity/relationship graph, measures such
as “centrality”, “influence”, “importance” of a (group) of nodes to the graph have been proposed to
understand the evolution and structure of such graphs. For instance, in a recent paper, Smyth et al.[38]
proposed the notion of relative authority where they determine how to compute the importance of nodes
in a graph relative to one or more root nodes.

While research has focussed on defining graph metrics such as above and developing efficient algo-
rithms to compute the metrics, an important question is how these graphs are constructed in the first
place. Usually, knowledge about entities and the relationships among them resides in numerous docu-
ments and datasets distributed across a variety of data sources. Traditionally, analysts collect (textual)
datasets/articles/reports (often written in foreign languages) and write down their subjective observations
concerning entities and their relationships described in the documents. Progress in information extraction
has made it possible to extract such entities and relationships automatically (at least in limited domains).

A key issue in constructing graphs from diverse sources is that of resolving the references to entities in
these datasets. Consider, for instance, an article in a Golf Magazine that refers to George Bush President
of USA as a member of a particular golf club. As another instance, a conference web site may refer to C. Li
as an author. The question is which particular entities do the above references refer to? In the ideal world
each entity would have a unique identifier and, whenever this entity is referred to, its unique identifier
is specified so that there is no uncertainty. In the real world, however, entities are often referred to by
descriptions that may be created by multiple persons and collected from various sources. Entities might
be referred to differently (by different descriptions) and also multiple entities might end up matching the
same description. For instance, a reference to President George Bush in the Golf Digest might refer to
either the 41 president or his son the 43 president of USA. Similarly, C. Li on the conference web page
may correspond to one of the authors: ”Chen Li” or ”Cheng Li” or for that matter ”Chang Lee” due to a
misspelling of the last name of the author on the conference web page.

We refer to the above described problem as the entity reference resolution or simply the entity resolution
problem. Entity resolution is a pervasive problem in real-world data analysis in general and is of special
interest in the graph based data analysis discussed earlier. The entity resolution problem has been identified
and addressed in the recent literature. For instance, [30] paper has explored the entity resolution problem
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in a special context of citation networks. In that paper, the authors determine whether or not two papers
are the same or not using relational probability model they developed. Another body of work is the [19]
where the authors refer to the problem as alias determination.

The current approaches to entity resolution explore a feature-based approach. The essential idea is to
extract various properties of entities from the description that could potentially help in disambiguating.
Similarity-based approach is used to determine the candidate. We refer to such approaches as feature-based
similarity (FBS) approaches.

In this paper, we propose an approach to entity resolution that in contrast to (or rather as a comple-
ment to) the feature-based approaches attempts to resolve entities by exploiting the relationships between
referring entity and the entity being referred to. Our approach, which we call Reference Disambiguation
approach (RDA) determines the strength of the relationship between the two entities u and v and uses
this strength to determine if a reference in the context of u is referring to v. RDA adopts a probabilis-
tic approach to estimating the strength of the relationship. In particular, given two entities u and v in
an entity/relationship graph, to determine the strength of the relationship between nodes u and v, RDA
determines the probability of reaching v from u via simple paths in the graph.

The rest of the paper is developed as follows. In Section 2, we precisely formulate the problem of
entity resolution and develop notation that will help explain our approach. Section 3, describes our RDA
approach. The probabilistic model for computing the connection strength is presented in Section 4. The
empirical results of RDA are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 contains the related work and, finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper.

The main contribution of the paper is the probabilistic model for entity disambiguation.

2 Problem formulation

Notation. An undirected graph G(V,E) is composed of two sets, the set of nodes V and the set of
edges E. X is the set of all entities in the dataset. Node vi ∈ V corresponds to entity xi ∈ X, each
edge corresponds to a relationship. Notation V (·) as in V (xi) denotes the node corresponding to entity xi,
e.g. V (xi) = vi. The graphs in this paper are assumed to be simple, i.e. without parallel edges. Edges
have weights, nodes do not have weights. Edge weights are used to reflect the degree of confidence the
relationship corresponding to the edge exists. By default all weights are equal to 1. Notation “an edge
label” means the same as “an edge weight” which is the same as “the probability an edge exists”. A path
is always referring to a k-short simple path, or the path that does not contain duplicate nodes and having
length of no greater than k. We use P(V (xi), V (yj)), or simply P(xi, yj), to denote the set of all k-short
simple paths between nodes V (xi) and V (yj) in graph G.

Each entity xi consist of a set of mxi properties xi.a1, xi.a2, . . . , xi.amxi
and contain a set of nxi refer-

ences xi.r1,xi.r2,. . . ,xi.rnxi
, where, each reference xi.rk is semantically referring to a single entity d(xi.rk)

in X.1 But description provided by xi.rk can match in general multiple entities in X. Each reference xi.rk

is essentially a description and may itself consist of one or more attributes xi.rk.b1, xi.rk.b2, . . .
2

A reference xi.rk has associated with it a non-empty set of entities CS(xi.rk), referred to as choice set
for the reference xi.rk. Such a choice set consists of all the entities that xi.rk could potentially refer to. We
assume CS(xi.rk) is given for each xi.rk.3 We will always assume CS(xi.rk) has N (i.e., N = |CS(xi.rk)|)
elements y1,y2,. . . ,yN .

1For instance, in the author citation graph, nodes may correspond to authors and papers. A paper node may consist of
properties such as title, area, keywords, the name of the journal/conference in which the paper appeared, etc. It may also
contain references to the authors who have written the paper.

2For instance, in the citation network, an author reference might include the name of the author as well as the organization
where the author works. It could potentially include other information such as gender of the author as well.

3We will discuss how CS(xi.rk) can be constructed if it is not given.
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To resolve reference xi.rk means to choose one entity yj from CS(xi.rk) in order to determine d(xi.rk).
If entity yj is chosen as the outcome of such a resolving, then xi.rk is said to be resolved to yj or simply
resolved. Reference xi.rk is said to be resolved correctly if this yj is d(xi.rk). Notice, if CS(xi.rk) has just
one element y1 (i.e., N = 1), then reference xi.rk is automatically resolved to y1. Thus reference xi.rk is
said to be unresolved if it is not resolved yet to any yj and N > 1.

If CS(xi.rk) has only one element, then xi.rk is resolved to y1, and graph G contains an edge between
xi and y1. This edge is associated with a weight 1 to denote that the probability of the edge to exist is 1.

If CS(xi.rk) has more than 1 elements, then graph G contains a choice node Cho(xi.rk), as shown in Fig-
ure 1, to reflect the fact that d(xi.rk) can be one of y1,y2,. . . ,yN . Node Cho(xi.rk) is linked with node V (xi)

V(xi)

V(yN)

Cho(xi.rk)

V(y1)

V(y2)w0=1

...

w 1=?

w
N=?

w2=? N nodes
for 

CS(xi.rk)
e0

e 1

eN

e2

Figure 1: A choice node

via edge e0 = (V (xi), Cho(xi.rk)). Node Cho(xi.rk) is also linked with N nodes V (y1), V (y2), . . . , V (yN ),
for each yj in CS(xi.rk), via edges ej = (Cho(xi.rk), V (yj)). Nodes V (y1), V (y2), . . . , V (yN ) are called the
options of choice Cho(xi.rk). Edges ej between choice node Cho(xi.rk) and its options V (y1), . . . , V (yN )
are called the option edges of choice Cho(xi.rk). The weigh of edge e0 is one, weights of edges ej for
j = 1, . . . , N are undefined initially.

From the graph theoretic perspective, to resolve xi.rk means to associate weights of zero with all but
one edge ej among edges e1,e2,. . . ,eN . To resolve an entity means to resolve all of its references. To resolve
graph G means to resolve all entities in X (the set of all entities represented by graph G) and hence label
all the option edges. Given the above notation we now can finally specify our goal in entity resolution.

The goal. Given graph G(V,E), the goal is to resolve graph G(V,E) as accurately as possible.
We will use notation Resolve(xi.rk) to refer to the procedure which resolves xi.rk. The goal is thus to

construct such Resolve(·) which should be as accurate as possible.4 The accuracy is defined as the fraction
of references resolved correctly.

An alternative goal can be for each yj ∈ CS(xi.rk) to associate the probability that yj is d(xi.rk).
For that goal, Resolve(xi.rk) should associate with each yj ∈ CS(xi.rk) (and label each edge ej with)
such a probability. Those probabilities can be interpreted later on to achieve the first goal: for each xi.rk

try to identify d(xi.rk) correctly. We emphases this alternative goal because the bulk of discussion of
RDA approach is devoted to one approach of computing those probabilities. An interpretation of those
probabilities (in order to try to identify d(xi.rk)) is a small final step for RDA as will be clear later.

3 The RDA approach

In this section we first describe relationship-based similarity, then our generic approach that utilizes both
feature- and relationship-based similarity for the purpose of entity disambiguation. One implementation
of this generic approach, called the Probabilistic Model (PM), is described in Section 4.

4The efficiency of such a procedure is not the focus of this paper.
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3.1 Current feature-based approaches

There are no approaches per se directly formulated for our problem. However, existing techniques for
solving related problems can be applied. Most of the them are either domain specific or domain-independent
approaches which utilize feature-based similarity (FBS). Since we are interested in domain independent
solutions, we will concentrate on the FBS approaches.

To resolve xi.rk, FBS approaches would utilize a feature-based similarity function FBS(xi.rk, yj) for all
yj ∈ CS(xi.rk). To simplify the notation, we will write FBS(xi, yj) instead of FBS(xi.rk, yj). This func-
tion would compare properties (i.e., values in the attribute or features) of xi and yj and return the degree
of similarity between xi.rk and yj. Note, FBS, in general, can utilize all attributes of xi and yj to resolve a
single reference xi.rk. An FBS measure can be viewed as a distance between xi.rk and yj. Resolve(xi.rk)
can be computed as Resolve(xi.rk) = yj ∈ CS(xi.rk) : FBS(xi, yj) = minyk∈CS(xi.rk) FBS(xi, yk).

Consider, for example, a reference to an author on a conference webpage, which contains author name
and author affiliation. When trying to match it to one of the authors in the graph (assuming author entities
have author name and affiliation attributes), FBS can use string edit distance to compare author names
and normalized string edit distance to compare their affiliation, then combine those two and then output
this result as its measure of similarity.

3.2 Relationship-based similarity

Similarly to FBS, it is possible to define relationship-based similarity (RBS), which analyzes relationships
instead of features. FBS is based on hypothesis that that if xi.rk is referring to yj then, there is a similarity
between the description xi.rk and yj. RBS is based on the hypothesis that if xi.rk is referring to yj then,
there is a high likelihood that xi and yj are strongly connected to each other in graph G via (chains
of) relationships. RBS(xi, yi) discovers the set of all k-short simple paths P(V (xi), V (yj)) between nodes
V (xi) and V (yj) in graph G. For efficiency, RBS searches only for paths of length no greater than parameter
L. The set of these paths comprises a subgraph Gij of graph G. Based on Gij and based on how Gij

is connected to G, RBS(xi, yj) outputs the degree of similarity, or what we call the connection strength
c(xi, yj), between xi and yj .

3.3 Outline of RDA

Utilizing RBS in RDA. When resolving xi.rk for RDA the main goal is to assign weights w1,. . . ,wN to
the corresponding N edges e1,. . . ,eN . The following is an outline of the procedure that RDA utilizes for
that purpose:

Resolve-Reference(G,xi.rk)
1 Prune-With-FBS(xi, CS(xi.rk))
2 if |CS(xi.rk)| = 1 return y1

3 for j ← 1 to |CS(xi.rk)| do
4 c[j]←Connection-Strength(xi, yj)
5 for j ← 1 to |CS(xi.rk)| do
6 w[j]←Assign-Weight(c, j)

Recall, for each xi.rk we know the set of possible matches CS(xi.rk).5 If xi.rk needs to be resolved, then
N must be greater than 1, where N = |CS(xi.rk)|. In general, RDA first prunes CS(xi.rk) using an existing

5The best approach which we are aware of to determine such CS(xi.rk) in the first place, is to use the best existing FBS
approach with some threshold value to pick all possible candidates for xi.rk. Also domain-dependent techniques can be applied
to compute that set.
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FBS approach to delete from CS(xi.rk) elements that are too dissimilar to xi.rk based on their features.
We assume this pruning is such that resulting CS(xi.rk) has at least on element. This pruning can leave
just one element y1 in CS(xi.rk) in which case RDA does not use RBS, but simply reports y1 as its outcome
of Resolve(xi.ak) (labeling the original edges accordingly). The pruning step can be completely omitted,
depending on the quality of choice sets provided for references xi.rk’s for a particular problem at hand.

Prune-With-FBS(xi, CS(xi.rk))
1 for j ← 1 to |CS(xi.rk)| do
2 if FBS(xi, yj) > λ do
3 CS(xi.rk) = CS(xi.rk)− yj

4 N ← |CS(xi.rk)|
5 rename all yj ∈ CS(xi.rk) to y1,. . . ,yN

Then RDA measures N connections strength c1,. . . ,cN for N pairs (xi, y1),(xi, y2),. . . , (xi, yN ). Based
on those connection strengths RDA assigns weights w1,. . . ,wN to edges.

Interpreting weights. Eventually, the very final step will be to interpret those weights, i.e. to choose
only one of y1,. . . ,yN . This is achieved by simply choosing yj : wj = maxl=1,...,N wl.

Weight assignment strategies. Recall that weights of edges correspond to the probabilities of
those edges to exist. Since xi.rk can be resolved to only one of y1, . . . , yN from CS(xi.rk), the sum of edge
weights w1,. . . ,wN should add up to 1. The exact weight assignment strategy to edges e1, . . . , eN depends
on a particular implementation of RDA. Any strategy that assigns weight such that if cl ≥ cj then wl ≥ wj

is appropriate, where cl and cj are referring to the connection strength c(xi, yl) and c(xi, yj). In particular,
we will assume the following strategy where, weights w1, . . . , wN should be proportional to their connection
strength: wj · cl = wl · cj . Using this strategy weight wj for j = 1, . . . , N can be computed as follows: if∑

l=1,...,N cl = 0, then wj = 1
N , else wj = cj/

∑
l=1,...,N cl.

Computing connection strength. We use the probabilistic model (PM) for computing the connec-
tion strength between two nodes. This model is discussed in Section 4.

4 Probabilistic model for computing connection strength

In this section we discuss the probabilistic model for computing RBS measure between two nodes u
and v. We call the RBS measure between nodes u and v the connection strength between u and v. The
connection strength between u and v in the probabilistic model we use in this paper is computed as the
probability to reach v from u in graph G via k-short simple paths between v and u. Section 3.2 has
provided a general description for computing RBS measure. The outline of the procedure for computing
connection strength is given below.

Connection-Strength(G,u, v, k)
1 c← 0
2 P(u, v) ←All-K-Short-Simple-Paths(G,u, v, k)
3 for each path p ∈ P(u, v)
4 c← c+Path-Connection-Strength(G, p)
5 return c

When computing the connection strength between nodes u and v, all k-short simple paths P(u, v)
between u and v in graph G are discovered. We use (a highly optimized version of) a depth first all k-short
simple path algorithm. The optimizations are beyond the scope of the paper, some (more than 5) of those
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are explained in [22].6

The rest of this section provides the Notation Meaning
∃x event “x exists” for some entity x
� ∃x event “x does not exist” for entity x

P∃(x) probability that x exists
P→(E) probability to follow (edge) E

P the path being considered
vi a node on the path
Ei edge (vi, vi+1) on the path
Ei,j edge labeled with probability pi,j

ai,j if ∃Ei,j then ai,j = 1 else ai,j = 0
ai,0 = 1 a dummy variable which is always 1
pi,0 = 1 a dummy variable which is always 1
a, as a vector a = (a1,0, a1,1, . . . , ak,nk

)
a, as a set a = {ai,j : i = 1, . . . , k, j = 1, . . . , ni}
a, as a variable at each moment variable a is one instan-

tiation of a as a vector

Table 1: Probabilistic model: Terminology

probabilistic model for computing con-
nection strength (i.e., RBS measure) c(u, v)
between u and v, given P(u, v). Namely,
most of the discussion is dedicated to com-
puting the connection strength of a single
path. The section concludes with expla-
nation how the total connection strength
is computed.

To summarize the approach we are
going to use: we compute c(u, v) as the
sum of the connection strength of each
path p in P(u, v). In the probabilistic
model (PM) we use in this paper, the con-
nection strength c(p) of path p : u

p� v
is the probability P→(p) to follow path p
in graph G. In the rest of this section we
will explain how we compute such prob-
ability. Please refer to Table 1 for nota-
tion.
4.1 Preliminaries

Formula motivation. When computing connection strength c(u, v) between nodes u and v, the set of all
k-short simple paths P(u, v) of type u� v in graph G is discovered. In Section 4.6 we will show that for
the PM’s formulae, discussed in the next sections, c(u, v) can be computed as the connection strength of

u va

b

N-2
... ... ... ... ...

Figure 2: How to compute a path connection strength?

each individual path p ∈ P(u, v): c(u, v) =
∑

p∈P(u,v) c(p). But which factors should be taken into account
when computing the connection strength of each individual path?

Figure 2 illustrates two different paths (or connections) between nodes u and v: p1=u−b−v and p2=u
−a−v. Let us understand which connection is better, and why. Both connections have an equal length of
two. One connection is going via node a, the other one via b. The intent of Figure 2 was to show that b
can “connect” many things, not only u and v, whereas a is only connected to u and v. We argue since it
is possible to connect u via b to many things, not only v this connection is much weaker than connection
of u to v via a.7 This weakness is captured by the probabilities to follow p1 and p2 which we compute as

6We expect to improve it even further by utilizing heuristic that, during the discovering process, would ignore certain paths
which can have only marginal connection strength.

7For example if u and v are two authors, a is a node for a paper they co-authored and b is a node representing “Researchers”,
then it is not surprising it is possible to connect any two authors via “Researchers” node and such a connection should definitely
have a lesser strength than a connection via the paper node.

7
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follows. Assume all edges in Figure 2 exist with probability 1. For path p1 we start from u and follow u−
b edge. From node b we could have jumped to any of the N − 1 nodes(cannot go back to u) but we have
chosen specifically v. So the probability to reach v via path p2, for the graph in Figure 2, is 1

N−1 . For path
p2 we go to a at which point we have no choice but to go to v, so the probability is 1.8

Notation. Before we proceed let us introduce the notation used in this section, see Table 1. The
meaning of this notation will become clear in the following discussion. It can be useful to refer back to
Table 1 if terminology is not clear in the subsequent sections. We use ∃x to denote event “x exists” for
some entity (e.g., an edge) x. Similarly, we use � ∃x for event “x does not exist”. Notation P∃(x) refers to
the probability that x exists. Let P→(E) denote the probability to follow (edge) E, usually in the context
of a specific path. Notation P denotes the path being considered. The rest of the notations are given in
the context of Figure 5. We will use vi to refer to ith node on the path. Let Ei be edge (vi, vi + 1) on the
path. Let Ei,j denote edge labeled with probability pi,j in Figure 5, notice P∃(Ei,j) = pi,j. Notation ai,j is
defined as follows: if ∃Ei,j then ai,j = 1 else ai,j = 0, notice P(ai,j = 1) = pi,j.

Introductory examples. Let us introduce PM by analyzing two examples shown in Figures 3 and 4.

A C DB E
1

Source DestinationPath: A,B,C,D,E

1 1 1

0.
8 0.2

F G

Figure 3: Toy example: independent case

A C DB E

F

G

1

Source DestinationPath: A,B,C,D,E

1 1 1

0.8

0.2

1

Figure 4: Toy example: dependent case

Let us consider how to compute the connection strength when the edge weight are treated as probabilities
that those edges exist. Each figure show a part of a small sample graph with path P=A→B→C→D→E
which will be of interest to us.

In Figure 3 we assume the events “edge BF is present” and “edge DF is present” are independent. The
probability of the event “edge BF is present” is 0.8. The probability of the event “edge DF is present” is
0.2.

In Figure 4 node F represents a choice created to resolve a reference xi.rk of entity xi represented by
node G. Nodes B and D are options of choice F . That is, semantically, xi.rk can correspond to only one:
either B with probability 0.8 or D with probability of 0.2. Events “edge BF exists” and “edge DF exists”
are mutually exclusive (and hence strongly dependent): if one edge is present the other one must be absent
due to the semantics of the choice node.

PM computes the connection strength of a path as the probability to reach the destination from the
source by following this path. In PM computing connection strength becomes a two step process. First
of all, path P should exist in the first place, which means each of its edges should exist. Thus the
first step is to compute the probability P∃(P) that path P exists. For the path P in Figures 3 and 4,
probability P∃(P) is equal to P(∃AB ∩ ∃BC ∩ ∃CD ∩ ∃DE). If the existence of each edge in the path
is independent from the existence of other edges, e.g. like for the cases shown in Figure 3 and 4, then
P(∃AB∩∃BC ∩∃CD∩∃DE) = P∃(AB) ·P∃(BC) ·P∃(CD) ·P∃(DE). Since all of the edges of path P are
labeled with 1’s in both figures, the probability that P exists is 1. Now the second step is to consider the

8Notice, another way to compute the probability to follow a path, is to apply the logic above to the source node as well.
That is, with probability of 1

2
, and not 1 as above, the algorithm will jump to b and with probability 1

2
to a, then the next

step is identical to the previous method for computing the probabilities. In this formula the probability to follow p1 is 1
2(N−1)

,

and p2 is 1
2
. Section 4.6 explains why the first formula is more preferable.

8
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probability P→(P|∃P) to follow path P, given that P exists. Once this probability is computed, it is easy
to compute our goal – the probability to follow path P, which we use as our measure of the connection
strength of path P: P→(P) = P∃(P) · P→(P|∃P). The probability P→(P|∃P) is computed differently for
the cases in Figures 3 and 4. This will lead to different values for the connection strength of P.

Case 1: The existence of each edge is independent from the existence of the other edges. In Figure 3 two
events “BF exists” and “DG exists” are independent. The probability to follow path P is the product of
probabilities to follow each of the edges on the path: P→(P|∃P) = P→(AB|∃P) ·P→(BC|∃P) ·P→(CD|∃P) ·
P→(DE|∃P). Given path P exists, the probability to follow edge AB in path P is one. The probability
to follow edge BC is computed as follows. With probability 0.2 edge BF is absent. Then the probability
to follow BC is 1. With probability 0.8 edge BF is present. Then the probability to follow BC is 1

2 –
because there are two links, BF and BC, that can be followed. Thus the total probability to follow BC
is 0.2 · 1 + 0.8 · 1

2 = 0.6. Similarly, the probability to follow CD is 1 and the probability to follow DE is
0.8 · 1 + 0.2 · 1

2 = 0.9. The probability to follow path P, given it exists, is the product of probabilities to
follow each edge of the path which is equal to 1 · 0.6 · 1 · 0.9 = 0.54. Since for the case shown in Figure 3
path P exists with probability 1, the final probability to follow P is 0.54.

Case 2: The existence of an edge can dependent on the existence of the other edges. For the case
shown in Figure 4 edges BF and DF cannot exist both at the same time. To compute P→(P|∃P) we
will consider two cases separately: ∃BF and � ∃BF so that we will be able to compute P→(P|∃P) as
P→(P|∃P) = P∃(BF |∃P) · P→(P|∃P ∩ ∃BF ) + P �∃(BF |∃P) · P→(P|∃P∩ � ∃BF ).

Let us first assume ∃BF (i.e., edge BF is present) and then compute P∃(BF |∃P) · P→(P|∃P ∩ ∃BF ).
For the case of Figure 4, if no assumptions about the presence or absence of DF have been made yet,
P∃(BF |∃P) is simply equal to P∃(BF ) which is equal to 0.8. If BF is present then DF is absent and
the probability to follow P is P→(P|∃P ∩ ∃BF ) = 1 · 1

2 · 1 · 1 = 1
2 . Now let us consider the second case

� ∃BF (and thus ∃DF ). The probability P�∃(BF |∃P) is 0.2. For that case P→(P|∃P∩ � ∃BF ) is equal to
1 · 1 · 1 · 1

2 = 1
2 . Thus P→(P|∃P) = 0.8 · 1

2 + 0.2 · 1
2 = 0.5.

4.2 Independent edge existence

Let us now see how to compute path connection strength assuming the existence of each edge is independent
from existence of the other edges in general case.
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Figure 5: Independent edge existence
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Figure 6: Assuming ∃P.

Any non-trivial9 path in general can be represented as shown in Figure 5. Path P can be viewed as a
sequence of nodes v0, . . . , vk+1 or as a sequence of edges E0, . . . , Ek, where Ei = (vi, vi+1), P∃(Ei) = qi.

The goal is to compute the probability to follow path P, which is the measure of the connection strength
of path P:

P→(P) = P∃(P) · P→(P|∃P) (1)
9A trivial path is a path of length one, i.e. the source and destination are connected via a single edge labeled with

probability p. The connection strength of such a path, computed as the probability to reach the destination node from the
source node via the path, is p. A path containing at least one intermediate node (i.e. of length at least 2) is called non-trivial.

9
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The probability that P exists is equivalent to the probability that each of its edges exists:

P∃(P) = P(
k⋂

i=0

∃Ei) (2)

Given our assumption of the independence, P∃(P) can be computed as:

P∃(P) =
k∏

i=0

P∃(Ei) =
k∏

i=0

qi (3)

Now we need to compute P→(P|∃P). Since we assume ∃P, we assume each edge of P exists and thus
we are now interested in the case shown in Figure 6 (where qi = 1, for i = 1, 2, . . . , k).

Let us define a variable ai,j ∈ {0, 1} for each edge Ei,j (labeled pi,j) as follows: if ∃Ei,j, then ai,j = 1,
else ai,j = 0, see Table 1. Also we define dummy variables ai,0 = 1 and pi,0 = 1 which are always 1 for
i = 0, . . . , k. These variables are very convenient for notation, intuitively (1) ai,0 = 1 corresponds to the
fact that edge Ei exists if ∃P; and (2) ap,0 = 1 corresponds to P∃(Ei|∃P) = 1.

Let a denote the vector of all ai,j under consideration for path P: a = (a1,0, a1,1, . . . , ak,nk
). Let A

denote all possible instantiations of a, i.e. |A| = 2n1+···+nk .
Probability P→(P|∃P) can be computed as

P→(P|∃P) =
∑
a∈A
{P→(P|a ∩ ∃P) · P(a|∃P)} (4)

where P(a|∃P) is the probability of instantiation a to occur while assuming ∃P. Given our assumption of
independence of probabilities, P(a|∃P) = P(a). Probability P(a) can be computed as

P(a|∃P) = P(a) =

⎡
⎣ ∏

i=1,...,k and j=0,...,ni

p
ai,j

i,j · (1− pi,j)1−ai,j

⎤
⎦ . (5)

Probability P→(P|a∩∃P), which is the probability to go via P given a particular instantiation of a and P
exists, can be computed as

P→(P|a ∩ ∃P) =

[
k∏

i=1

1
1 +

∑ni
j=1 ai,j

]
≡
[

k∏
i=1

1∑ni
j=0 ai,j

]
. (6)

Thus

P→(P) =

(
k∏

i=0

qi

)
·
⎛
⎝∑

a∈A

⎧⎨
⎩
[

k∏
i=1

1∑ni
j=0 ai,j

]
·
⎡
⎣∏

i,j

p
ai,j

i,j · (1− pi,j)1−ai,j

⎤
⎦
⎫⎬
⎭
⎞
⎠ (7)

Computing path connection strength in practice. Notice, Equation 7 iterates through all
possible instantiations of a which is impossible to compute in practice given |A| = 2n1+···+nk . This equation
must be simplified to make the computation feasible.

To achieve the simplification, we will use our assumption of independence of probabilities which allows
us to compute P→(P|∃P) as P→(P|∃P) =

∏k
i=0 P→(Ei|∃P). In our model P→(E0|∃P) is always one, thus

we need to specify how to compute P→(Ei|∃P) for i greater than zero.
Let ai denote vector (ai,0, ai,1, . . . , ai,ni), i.e. a = (a1, . . . ,ak). Let Ai denote all possible instantiations

of ai, i.e. A = A1 × . . .×Ak and |Ai| = 2ni . Then

P→(Ei|∃P) =
∑

ai∈Ai

⎧⎨
⎩
[

1∑ni
j=0 ai,j

]
·
⎡
⎣ ni∏

j=0

p
ai,j

i,j · (1− pi,j)1−ai,j

⎤
⎦
⎫⎬
⎭ (8)

10
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and P→(P|∃P) =
∏k

i=1 P→(Ei|∃P). Thus

P→(P) =

(
k∏

i=0

qi

)
·

k∏
i=1

⎛
⎝∑

ai∈Ai

⎧⎨
⎩
[

1∑ni
j=0 ai,j

]
·
⎡
⎣ ni∏

j=0

p
ai,j

i,j · (1− pi,j)1−ai,j

⎤
⎦
⎫⎬
⎭
⎞
⎠ (9)

The effect of transformation. Notice, using Equation 7 the algorithm will need to perform |A| =
2n1+···+nk iterations – one per each instantiation of a. Using Equation 7 the algorithm will need to perform
|A1| + · · · + |Ak| = 2n1 + · · · + 2nk iterations. Further each iteration requires less computation. These
factors lead to a significant improvement.

Handling weight-1 edges. The formula in Equation 8 assumes 2ni iterations will be needed to

vi vi+1
1

pn
i -

m

1
vi-1

p 1p i

ni - m

1 11

m

... ...

... ...

Figure 7: Probability to follow edge Ei = (vi, vi+1)

compute P→(Ei|∃P), thus the cost can still be quite high. This formula can be modified further to achieve
even more efficient computation as follows. In practice, often some of the pi,j’s, or even all of them, are 1’s.
Figure 7 shows the case where m (m ∈ [0, ni]) edges incident to node vi are labeled with 1. Let a′

i denote
vector (ai,0, ai,1, . . . , ai,ni−m) and let A′

i be all possible instantiations of this vector. Then Equation 8
simplifies to:

P→(Ei|∃P) =
∑

a′
i∈A′

i

⎧⎨
⎩
[

1
m +

∑ni−m
j=0 ai,j

]
·
⎡
⎣ni−m∏

j=0

p
ai,j

i,j · (1− pi,j)1−ai,j

⎤
⎦
⎫⎬
⎭ (10)

The number of iteration is reduced from 2ni to 2ni−m.
Poisson trials. Performing 2ni−m iterations can still be expensive for the cases when ni−m is large.

In this subsection we will present several solutions to deal with this issue. We will conclude our discussion
with the method we have actually used to compute P→(Ei|∃P) when 2ni−m is large in our implementation
of PM.

Method 1: Do not simplify further. Even though 2ni−m cost can be expensive, it is also true that for
a particular situation either (a)2ni−m is never expensive or (b) 2ni−m can be large but bearable and the
cases when it is large are infrequent. In those cases further simplification might not be required.10

Method 2: Estimate answer using facts from Poisson trials theory. Let us denote the following sum as
si: si =

∑ni
j=1 ai,j . The binomial distribution gives the number of successes in n independent trials where

each trial is successful with the same probability p. The binomial distribution can be viewed as a sum
of several i.i.d. Bernoulli trials. The Poisson trails process is similar to the binomial distribution process

10In our experiments cases when 2ni−m was large were infrequent, but unfortunately in those case the cost of performing
2ni−m iterations was not acceptable.
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where trials are still independent but not necessarily identically distributed, i.e. the probability of success
in ith trial is pi.

We can modify Equation 9 to compute P→(Ei|∃P) as follows:

P→(Ei|∃P) =
k∑

j=0

1
1 + j

· P(si = j) (11)

Notice, for given i we can treat ai,1, ai,2, . . . , ai,ni as a sequence of ni Poisson trials with probabilities of
success P(ai,j = 1) = pi,j. One would want to estimate P(si = j) quickly, rather than compute it exactly
via iterations over the corresponding cases, i.e. one straightforward (and exact) iterative method is:

P(si = l) =
∑

ai∈Ai
si=l

ni∏
j=0

p
ai,j

i,j · (1− pi,j)1−ai,j

For example, if all pi,j = p for all j ∈ [1, n1] then we have a binomial distribution case and can compute
P(si = l) quickly, and in this case exactly, as C l

ni
pl(1− p)ni−l.

In certain cases it can be possible to utilize some Poisson trials theory to estimate P(si = j). In
[22] we discuss situations when it is possible to employ Poisson distribution, Chernoff bounds, and also
“Monte-Carlo like” method which derives P(si = j) by generating several random samples.

Method 3: Use linear cost formula. In our implementation of PM we have used the following approach
for computing P→(Ei|∃P). We have a cut-off threshold to decide if 2ni−m iterations is acceptable. If we
decide the number of iterations is acceptable we compute P→(Ei|∃P) precisely, using iterations. In the very
rare case when the number of iterations exceeds the threshold, we use the following linear cost formula.
This formula is not correct in general, but can be treated as a very crude approximation. We compute
the expected number of edges µi among ni edges Ei,1, Ei,2, . . . , Ei,ni , where P(∃Ei,j) = pi,j, as follows:
µi = m+

∑ni−m
j=1 pi,j. Then we say since there are 1+µi possible links to follow on average, the probability

to follow Ei can be estimated as:

P→(Ei|∃P) ≈ 1
1 + µi

=
1

m +
∑ni−m

j=0 pi,j

(12)

Thus in most of the cases when 2ni−m is small we use the exact formula, and in rare cases when the
number of iterations 2ni−m is too large we utilize the approximate formula of Equation 12.

4.3 Dependent edge existence

In computing the connection strength between two nodes we have so far concentrated on the case where
edges co-occur independently. In general that might not be the case as was illustrated in Figure 4. In
this section we discuss how compute connection strength if occurance of edges is not independent. In our
model, dependence between two edges arises only when those two edges are option edges of the same choice
node. We next show how P→(P) can be computed for these cases.

There are two principal cases we need to consider. The first step should be to handle all choice nodes
on the path. The second step should be to handle all choice nodes such that a choice node itself is not on
the path but at least two of its option nodes are on the path.

4.4 Choice nodes on the path

The first case of how to deal with choice nodes on the path is a simple one. There are two subcases in this
case illustrated in Figure 8 and Figures 9.

12
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Figure 8: Choice node on the path
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Figure 9: Choice node on the path: illegal path

Figure 8 shows a choice node C on the path which resolves some record of the entity represented by
node B and which have options D,G, and F . Recall, we compute P→(P) = P∃(P) · P→(P|∃P). When we
compute P∃(P) each edge of path P should exit. Thus edge CD must exist, which means edges CG and
CF do not exist. Notice, this case is equivalent to the case where (a) edges CG and CF are not there
(eliminated from further consideration); and (b) node C is just an average (not a choice) node connected
to D via an edge (in this case the edge is labeled 0.2). If we now consider this equivalent case, then we
can simply apply Equation 9 to compute the connection strength.

In general, all choice nodes on the path, can be “eliminated” from the path one by one using the
procedure above. A trivial but important observation is, once a choice node is handled in such a fashion,
there are no two edges left existence of which is dependent because of this choice node.

Figure 8 shows a choice node C on the path which have options B,F , and D, such that B − C −D is
a part of the path P. Since BC and CD are mutually exclusive, path P can never exist. Such a path is
said to be illegal and it will not be considered by RDA in computing connection strength.

4.5 Options of the same choice node on the path

Assume now we have applied the procedure from Section 4.4 and all choice nodes are “eliminated” from
path P. At this point existence of any edge does not depend on the existence of any of the edges in the
path. Also probability P→(P) can be computed as P→(P) =

∏k
i=0 qi.

Our goal becomes to create a formula similar to Equation 9, but now for the “dependent” case. Let
f (“f” for “free”) be the set of all ai,j ’s such that each corresponding event ∃Ei,j is independent from
all other events. If we treat a as a set, we can compute set d (“d” for “dependent”) of all ai,j’s for
which events ∃Ei,j are dependent: d = a − f . If d is an empty set, then there is no dependence and
solution is given by Equation 9, otherwise we proceed as follows. Similarly to ai we can define di as
di = {ai,j : ai,j ∈ d, j = 1, . . . , ni} and fi as fi = {ai,j : ai,j �∈ d, j = 0, . . . , ni}, i.e., ai = fi ∪ di and
fi ∩ di = ∅. We define D as the set of all possible instantiations of d, and Fi as the set of all possible
instantiations of fi. Then

P→(P) =

(
k∏

i=0

qi

)
×
∑
d∈D

⎧⎨
⎩
⎡
⎣ k∏

i=1

⎛
⎝∑

fi∈Fi

⎧⎨
⎩
[

1∑ni
j=0 ai,j

]
·
⎡
⎣ ∏

j:ai,j∈fi

p
ai,j

i,j · (1− pi,j)1−ai,j

⎤
⎦
⎫⎬
⎭
⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦ · P(d)

⎫⎬
⎭ (13)

Equation 13 iterates over all feasible instantiations of d and P(d) is the probability of a specific
instance. Equation 13 contains

∑
d∈D {[XX] · P(d)} . What this achieves is that a particular instantiation

of d “fixates” a particular combination of all “dependent” edges, and P(d) corresponds to the probability
of that combination. Notice, [XX] directly corresponds to P→(P|∃P) part of Equation 9. To compute
P→(P) in Equation 13, we only need to specify how to compute P(d).
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4.5.1 Computing P(d)

Recall, we now consider cases where ai,j is in d only because there is (at least one) another ai′,j′ ∈ d such
that events ∃Ei,j and ∃Ei′,j′ are dependent and both edges Ei,j and Ei′,j′ are options of the same choice
node. Figure 4 is an example of such a case. For each ai,j ∈ d we can find (a) choice node chol (chol is
not on the path) such that edge Ei,j is incident to chol (b) all other (at least one) ai′,j′’s such that ai′,j′ ∈ d
and Ei′,j′ is incident to chol. We can put ai,j and all those ai′,j′ ’s for a given chol into one set Cl. Thus we
can split set d into subsets C1, C2, . . . , Cm.

Notice, existence of each edge Ei,j such that ai,j is in one of those sets Cl depends only on existence of
edges Ei′,j′ ’s whose ai′,j′ is in Cl as well. Thus for each instantiation of d we have P(d) = P(C1)×· · ·×P(Cm).
Now, to be able to compute Equation 13, we only need to specify how to compute P (Ci) for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.

C
P(

a 1=
1)

=p
1 P(a

n =1)=p
n

1

P(
a k

=1
)=

p k
... ...

Figure 10: Intra choice dependence.

Computing P (Ci). Figure 10 shows a choice node C with n options labeled with probabilities
p1, . . . , pn. Assume choice node C is one of those m choice nodes chol’s mentioned above. As before, to
specify which edge is present and which is absent, each option has a variable ai associated with it: ai is 1 if
the corresponding edge is present and ai is 0 of it is absent, i.e. P(ai = 1) = pi,

∑n
i=1 pi = 1. Let us assume,

without loss of generality, that k first ai’s belong to d, i.e. ai ∈ d for i ∈ [1, k] and ai �∈ d for i ∈ [k + 1, n].
This means first k option nodes of choice node C belong to the path being considered while the rest n− k
option nodes do not belong to the path.

In the context of Figure 10, computing P (Ci) is equivalent to computing of the probability P(�a) of a
particular instantiation of �a = (a1, . . . , ak) to occur. Notice, only one of a1, . . . , ak, ak+1, . . . , an can be 1.
First let us compute the probability of instantiation �a = �0 = (0, . . . , 0), that is ai = 0 for i = 1, . . . , k.
Assume [0, 1] interval is divided into two intervals: [0,

∑k
i=1 pi) and [

∑k
i=1 pi, 1]. Probability P(�a = �0) is

equal to the probability that a random number, generated according to U[0, 1] distribution, would fall into
the second interval, thus P(�a = �0) =

∑n
i=k+1 pn. The other case that is left for consideration is when one

of a1, . . . , ak is one. Assume al = 1, where l ∈ [1, k], in which case P(al = 1) = pl. To summarize:

P(�a) =
{ ∑n

i=k+1 pn if ai = 0 for i = 1, . . . , k
pl if ∃l ∈ [1, k] : al = 1 and ai = 0 for i = 1, . . . , l − 1, l + 1, . . . , k.

Now we know how to compute P (Ci) for i = 1, . . . ,m, thus we can compute P(d). Therefore we have
specified how to compute path connection strength using Equation 13.

4.6 Computing the total connection strength.

Summation operation in the computation of the connection strength. The connection strength
between nodes u and v is computed as a sum of connection strengths of all simple paths between u and v:
c(u, v) =

∑
p∈P(u,v) c(p). Based on this connection strength the weight of the corresponding edge will be

determined. This weight will be treated as the probability of the edge to exist.
Let us give the motivation of why the summation of individual simple paths is performed. We associate

the connection strength between two nodes u and v with probability of reaching v from u via only k-short

14
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simple paths. Let us name those simple paths P1,. . . ,Pk, Let us call P the subgraph comprised of the
union of those paths: P = P1∪· · · ∪Pk. Subgraph P is a subgraph of the complete graph G(V,E), where
V is the set of vertices V = {vi : i = 1, . . . , |V |} and E is the set of edges E = {Ei : i = 1, . . . , |E|}. Let us
define ai as follows: if ∃Ei then ai = 1 else ai = 0, and let a denote vector (a1, . . . , a|E|) and A is the set
of all possible instantiations of a.

We need to compute the probability to reach v from u via subgraph P→(P) which we treat as the
measure of the connection strength. We can represent P→(P) as:

P→(P) =
∑
a∈A

P→(P|a) · P(a) (14)

Notice, when computing P→(P|a) the complete knowledge of which edges are present and which are
absent is available, as if all the edges were “fixed”. That is, assuming one particular instantiation of a, there
is no dependence among edge existence events. That is each edge is either present with 100% probability
or absent with 100% probability. Thus

P→(P|a) = P→(P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk|a) =
k∑

i=1

P→(Pk|a) (15)

and

P→(P) =
∑
a∈A

P→(P|a)·P(a) =
∑
a∈A

[(
k∑

i=1

P→(Pk|a)

)
· P(a)

]
=

k∑
i=1

[∑
a∈A

(
P→(Pk|a) · P(a)

)]
=

k∑
i=1

P→(Pk)

(16)
Equation 16 shows that the total connection strength is the sum of the connection strength of all k-short

simple paths.
It is important to note a subtle difference between the semantics of “following a path” in Equation 16

and that in other equations that we have considered before, e.g. such as Equation 13. The issue arises
because, in formulae we have considered before, the term for the probability to follow the first edge in the
path is computed differently from that of the rest of the path edges, whereas in Equation 16 it is assumed
to be computed the same way as for the rest of the edges. In other words, when computing the probability
to reach v from u via p for a particular path p : u

p� v, in previous equations we have assumed that from
u the algorithm cannot travel anywhere but the second node in the path. That is, at the source node u we
cannot deviate from p via other links. However, it is not so for Equation 16 where formula implies that a
deviation from the very first link is possible.

A question might arise “why it has been decided to compute the probability to follow the first edge
differently from the others: it seems little will change if the other formula is used”. Indeed, little will
change. The choice of formula is exploited by an optimization to improve the efficiency of RDA. This
optimization computes things slightly differently and this choice of formulae is important for it. All the
optimizations are beyond the scope of this paper.

4.7 Other issues

Resolving all weights. As we have seen in Section 4, when resolving a reference xi.rk and computing
probabilities of option edges e1,. . . ,eN of choice Cho(xi.rk) to exist it might turn out that those probabilities
are determined by the probabilities of other option edges of other choice nodes. This is because those
probabilities are derived from the corresponding connection strengths which in turn are determined by the
probabilities of other edges. So a change in one probability can affect other probabilities.
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In essence RDA, when resolving graph G, attempts to resolve a system of equations. In this system
the probability of an option edge to exist is determined by the equations specified in Section 4. We have
conducted many experiments with this system including using an off-the-shelf math solver[14] and also we
have implemented a näıve iterative method. Each iteration of the näıve iterative method contains a loop
which simply calls Resolve-Reference() procedure to resolve each reference one by one. Of course, this
method produces only approximate solution for the system. For both iterative method and solver method,
after the weights are computed, those weights are interpreted as discussed in Section 3.3. It turned out
that the accuracy of the iterative method and of the method that uses a solver are very close.11 Further
solver is applicable only to much smaller problem sizes, and when k in “k-short simple path” is small. It
is also much slower. Thus in the experimental section we study the iterative implementation of RDA.

Selecting subgraph of interest. Assume the goal for an analyst is to resolve xi.rk using an FBS
approach. Assume the analyst knows it can refer to one of the entities y1,. . . ,yN of the same class of
entities Y . In such situations the analyst usually knows that it makes no sense to use certain attributes of
xi and yi’s for that purpose, because these attributes are irrelevant for the task. Similarly, if RBS is used,
it might make no sense to use certain relationships for a given task. This paper assumes the analyst first
manually specifies a subgraph of interest G′ of the overall graph G(V,E) such that all the relationships in
G′ are relevant. In the future work we plan to address how to learn automatically which connection are
irrelevant given a sample resolved set.

It is important to mention that specifying G′ is not done at the instance level, which would be impossible
to do. When using FBS, the analyst can specify for all entities in class Y not to use attribute a1. Similarly,
for RBS the analyst can specify which types of relationships are irrelevant for the purpose of disambiguating
xi.rk.

Excluding paths when computing connection strength. When resolving xi.rk and computing
connection strength c(xi, yj) for one of the yj ∈ CS(xi.rk), semantically RDA tests hypothesis that d(xi.rk)
is yj , hence it assumes edge ej = (Cho(xi.rk), V (yj)) is present and the rest of the edges among e1, . . . , eN

are absent. This excludes from the consideration all the paths containing those edges during discovering
of all k-short simple paths by the algorithm. Path V (xi)− Cho(xi.rk)− V (yj) = (e0, ej) is excluded from
the consideration as well, because the goal is to compute the connecting strength between V (xi) and V (yj)
through the rest of the graph G and then determine the probability of edge Cho(xi.rk) − V (yj) to exist
based on that connection strength.

5 Experimental Results

In this section we experimentally study RDA using real and synthetic datasets. We have used a Pentium
2GHz machine for our experiments. We will test RDA for accuracy and efficiency. Also two more types of
tests are interesting: the effect of the number/amount of relationships and of longer paths on the accuracy
of RDA. The optimizations we have developed make the RDA 1–2 orders of magnitude more efficient than
a näıve implementation. These optimizations are beyond the scope of this paper. When looking for k-short
simple paths RDA is specified to look for paths of length less or equal to L, where L is 8 by default.

5.1 Datasets

We have considered the author matching (AM) problem: which considers papers and authors. For each
paper we know the list of author names as strings. But each author name, such as “J. Doe”, can in general

11This is because even thought the iterative method does not find the exact probabilities, those probabilities are close enough
to those computed by the solver method and thus, when they are interpreted, both methods obtain similar results.
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paper_id: int
auth_name1: string
...
auth_nameN: string

auth_id: int
auth_name: string
org_id: int
dept_id:int

dept_id: int
dept_name: string
org_id: int

org_id: int
org_name: string

Figure 11: Types of entities used in all datasets

match multiple author entities who happen to share similar name: there can be authors called “John Doe”
and “Jane Doe” in the dataset.

The exact types of entities we used in all datasets are shown in Figure 11: there are no extra attributes
in those entities (e.g. paper entity has only id and author names attributes, but not title, keywords, paper
content, etc).

Dataset1 [real]. The graph is constructed from two public-domain sources: CiteSeer[6] and HPSearch[18].
CiteSeer can be viewed as a collection of research publication, HPSearch as a collection of information about
authors. From CiteSeer the following information of interest to us is extracted. Each paper is assigned
a unique id and the list of its author names is extracted. From HPSearch it is possible to construct the
following: for each author its unique id, its name, sometimes its affiliation: organization or university and,
sometimes, its department.

There are four classes of entities in this example: papers, authors, organizations, departments. Each
node in the graph corresponds to an entity from on of these classes. If a specific author affiliated to
specific department he is connected to this department via an edge. If a department is a part of a specific
organization, this department is connected to this organization via an edge. If a paper is written by a
specific author, this paper is connected to this author via an edge. No other type of edges are possible.

There are 255K paper entities and 176K author entities. Dataset1 is good for testing the efficiency of
RDA, but not accuracy, since the correct authors are now known. The purpose of Dataset1 and its subsets:
test efficiency on real data.

Dataset2 and Dataset3 [synthetic]. A standard method of testing accuracy is to create an dirty dataset
from a known dataset by introducing uncertainty in it. Thus we have created a dataset of 5000 papers and
1000 authors, which we have tried to make as reasonable as possible. Each author is affiliated with one of
25 universities each of which has 5 departments. Authors are divided into students and faculty. Most of
the authors, including faculty, have (current or former) advisors. Advisors of authors who are currently
students are likely to be from the same department of the same university; advisors of authors who are
currently faculty are from random universities but likely from the same department type (e.g. “CS”).
Correspondingly each advisor can have several generations of his students. A typical paper is written by a
faculty member with other coauthors. Each coauthor can be (with different probabilities) a student of the
faculty from one generation, another faculty member(student) from the same (different) department of the
same (different) university.12 The difference between Dataset2 and Dataset3 is that author full names are
constructed differently in those datasets to reflect two different types of uncertainty as will be explained
shortly. The purpose of Dataset2 and Dataset3: testing all aspects of RDA, however Dataset1 is better
for testing efficiency.

5.2 Accuracy

In this context, the accuracy is the fraction of authors correctly resolved by RDA.
Accuracy on Dataset1. We have applied RDA to Dataset1. When matching author names with

author entities, in 8% of the cases RBS could not find any paths, thus RDA was equivalent to FBS. However
issues regarding the accuracy of the result are not trivial. We do not dwell any further on this issue except

12Notice, if there are no rules of who writes papers, i.e., each coauthor in a paper is completely random, then RBS part of
RDA is not applicable and RDA is identical to FBS.
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to observe that since the information about the real authors of the papers is not available, it is infeasible
to determine the actual accuracy of the result.13

Accuracy on Dataset2. Figures 12 and 13 demonstrate the effect of uncertainty on accuracy of
RDA and any FBS for two different kinds of uncertainty. Each figure has three curves: one for FBS and
two for RDA when for 100%(80%) of authors their universities/departments are known.

Uncertainty of type 1. In the first case, shown in Figure 12, there are Nauth (here always Nauth = 1000)
unique authors which use Nname different names. For ease of explanation, assume author full names are
integers. The name of author with ID k, where k = 0, . . . , 999, is computed as (k mod Nname) The author
name attributes in paper entities always specify full author names (those integers). Parameter uncertainty1

13We have resolved manually a random sample of authors (not in the above 8%) by going to their homepages containing
their publications. The whole sample was resolved correctly but we could not test a large sample.
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in Figure 12 is uncertainty1 = Nauth
Nname

ratio.
Example Let us see what this means if Nname is 750. Authors with IDs 0, . . . , 749 have names

“0”,. . . ,“749”. Authors with IDs 750, . . . , 999 have names “0”,. . . ,“249”. Thus 500 authors (those with
IDs 250, . . . , 749) have unique names (their names are “250”,. . . ,“749”). For each of the rest of 500 authors
(those with IDs 0, . . . , 249 and 750, . . . , 999) there is another author with the identical name.

Notice, for each author whose name is not unique, one can never identify with 100% confidence any
paper this author has written, thus uncertainty for such authors is very high. When uncertainty1 is 1,
then there is no uncertainty and all methods show accuracy of 1. As expected, accuracy monotonically
decreases as uncertainty increases. When uncertainty1 is 2 uncertainty is very large: for any given author
there is exactly one another author with the identical name. For this case, any FBS have no choice but to
guess one of the two authors, thus the accuracy of any FBS, as shown in Figures 12, is 0.5. The accuracy
of RDA 100% (RDA 80%), given the uncertainty, is quite high : 94%(82%). The gap between RDA 100%
and RDA 80% curves shows that for these settings RDA relies substantially on author affiliations for the
disambiguations.

Accuracy on Dataset3. Uncertainty of type 2. Figure 13 shows the effect of different kind of
uncertainty on the accuracy of RDA. For simplicity of explanation of uncertainty2, we will use integers for
names again. The first name of author with ID of k, where k ∈ [0, 999], is given as “F<k>” and last name
as “(k mod 500)”. For example, author with ID of 1 has name (F1, 1), author with ID of 501 has name
(F501, 1). Thus if a full name of an author is given in a paper, then this author can be uniquely identified,
but if only the first initial is given for the first name, then that author name can correspond to exactly
two authors, e.g. author “F. 1” can correspond to both (F1, 1) and (F501, 1). Parameter uncertainty2 in
Figure 13 corresponds to fraction of author names in the paper table specified by only the first initial and
last name. If this fraction is 0, then there is no uncertainty and the accuracy of all methods is 1. Also notice
that the case when uncertainty1 is 2 is equivalent to the case when uncertainty2 is 1. Notice, in this test
there is much less uncertainty than in the previous one: each author name is unique and for each author
there is a chance that for some of his/her papers he/she is known as an author with 100% confidence. The
accuracy decreases as uncertainty increases, but this time the accuracy of RDA is much higher. The fact
that curves for RDA 100% and RDA 80% are almost indiscernible until uncertainty2 reaches 0.5, shows
that RDA relies less heavily on weak author affiliation information but rather on stronger connections via
papers. Thus we have empirically shown the importance of utilizing not only FBS but also RBS for the
purpose of entity resolution, when information about the relationships among the entities is available.

5.3 Other experiments

Importance of relationships. Figure 14 studies what effect the amount of relationships has on the
accuracy of RDA. When resolving author name attributes in paper entities there are two conceptual types
of relationships: author-paper and author-affiliation. The x-axis shows the fraction of authors ρ for which
their affiliation is known. If ρ is zero than the affiliation relationship is eliminated completely and RDA has
to rely solely on connections via author-paper relationships. If ρ is 1, than complete knowledge of author
affiliations is available. Figure 14 shows four curves for accuracy as function of ρ: FBS and RDA for the
case as in Figure 12 when uncertainty1 is 2 and for the case as in Figure 13 when uncertainty2 is 0.95.

The accuracy increases as ρ increases showing that the current formula factors in new relationships
well. The accuracy of “RDA unc1 = 2” when ρ is 0 equals that of FBS: 0.5. This is because when unc1 is
2, for each author there is exactly one author with an identical name, but there is no affiliation information
that can help disambiguate between authors.

Longer paths. Figure 15 examines the effect of path limit parameter L on the accuracy. The accuracy
increases as L increases. It increases rapidly as L reaches 2 since author→paper→author relationship can
be discovered and increases slowly after that. Tests with very long relationships have not been conducted
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due to slow performance of RDA for such cases. In general, larger L leads to higher accuracy. The practical
usefulness of longer paths depends on the combination of other parameters. For example, in Figure 15
the difference between accuracy when L is 2 and when L is 7 is (a) 3% for RDA 80%; (b) 3% for RDA
100%; and (c) it is substantial 13.21% for RDA 100% with uncertainty1 = 0.5 and when the number of
universities in the model is decreased to ten.

Efficiency of RDA. Even though the efficiency is not the focus of this paper, to prove the applicability
of our approach to a large dataset we have successfully applied it to Dataset1 and its subsets with L ranging
from 3 up to 8. However it is not possible to measure the accuracy of the outcome as explained at the
beginning of this section. Figure 16 shows the execution time of RDA as a function of the fraction of
papers from CiteSeer dataset, i.e. 1 corresponds to all papers in the CiteSeer dataset.

6 Related Work

Besides works mention in the introduction, the most relevant work is in the area of data cleansing (or clean-
ing). The problem of data cleaning is a very important problem that has been studied extensively in the
literature. It is also referred to as record linkage[29, 28, 12], merge/purge[16, 17], object identification[35],
duplicate elimination[3, 1], or reference matching[25] etc. by different communities.

Probabilistic linkage technique has been used since the pioneer work of Fellegi and Sunter[12] who
provide the theoretical foundation for the subsequent work. The basic idea is to view the problem of
identifying matching records as classification task and use probabilistic model to decide matching and
non-matching record-pairs. For the concern of the efficiency, they provide a blocking mechanism so that
only records in the same block are compared.

Several methods follow the spirit of blocking mechanism of the Fellegi-Sunter theory and address the
computational complexity and scalability issue. The sorted neighborhood method[16] use multiple keys to
sort the database and compare only those records within a sliding window. The canopy method[25] uses
an extremely inexpensive string distance metric, such as TF-IDF distance metric, to output overlapping
clusters that contains possible matching records. More recently, Cohen et al. propose a scalable and
adaptive methods for clustering and matching identifier names, in the sense that they can be trained to
obtain better performance[11].

To improve the matching accuracy, many methods are proposed, varying by the extent to which human
expertise are involved or the machine learning techniques are used. Rule-based methods require the most
human involvement and are knowledge intensive. Human experts need to specify the conditions in which
records are equivalent[16, 13, 24, 32]. A declarative rule language is presented in [13] to enable users to
express the specifications.

Probabilistic methods are developed after the Fellegi-Sunter framework and use unsupervised machine
learning methods. The powerful expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is employed to classify record
pairs into the three classes: matched, non-matched, and possible matched based on statistical properties
without any training data[40]. A domain-independent unsupervised approach is to treat the matching task
as an information retrieval problem[9]. The approach uses the TF-IDF weighting scheme and employs
cosine similarity in the vector space. Database hardening approach[8] considers the problem of inferring
the most likely “hard” (precise) database from a “soft” (noisy) database constructed from heterogeneous
sources and which contains inconsistencies and duplication. It uses a graph of similarity values between
records to obtain the best global record matching.

Many efforts have been made to solve the linkage problem by exploiting textual similarity. There are a
number of distance metrics proposed by different communities, including edit-distance metrics[26, 27], Jaro
metric and its variants[20, 21, 39], TF-IDF distance metrics based on token[7, 15],and hybrid methods. A
comparison of various string distance metrics are presented by [10].
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The most recent work on on-line domain independent data cleaning is by Chaudhuri et. al [4]. In this
publication the authors propose a new string similarity function which is based not only on edit distance
but also uses IR’s tf-idf concept for creating a better similarity function. In order to speedup retrieval of
top-K most likely candidates for cleaning a particular tuple, [4] propose to use the error tolerant index
relation. Recall, in this paper we are using the term fms from [4], but we refer to any string-based similarity
match functions.

Recently, researchers in AI community employ supervised machine learning techniques, such as Bayesian
decision model[37], Hidden Markov model[5], and Markov chain Monte Carlo[31] to make the matching
decision. The methods of learning string similarity to classify matched and unmatched records are highly
interested[33, 34, 36, 2].

In [23], the authors developed a method to determine the context similarity of records and identify the
spurious links. A concept hierarchy is employed and association-rules mining is applied to the database
to discover all associations among the attribute values, in order to identify the context attributes. The
similarity of records is determined by how similar their context attributes are. This method is similar to
our work in the sense of using context (relationship in our jargon), while our approach is more general and
domain independent.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented an entity disambiguation algorithm called RDA. Our approach determines
the strength of the relationship between the two entities u and v and uses this strength to determine if a
reference in the context of u is referring to v. The main contribution of this paper is the probabilistic model
for computing the connection strength between two nodes based on relationships between those nodes. The
empirical results have demonstrated that RDA approach achieves high disambiguation accuracy and it is
applicable to a large dataset.

Our immediate research goal is to develop an approach which, given a sample resolved graph, would
automatically determine which relationships are irrelevant for a particular disambiguation task.
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